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Fly Moon to the Me: Supermoon to
loom large tonight (Photos)
By Coconuts Singapore Apr 8, 2020 | 12:33pm Singapore time
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The supermoon over Depok, Indonesia. Photo: @Dimdan12/Twitter

While Southeast Asia and the world are preoccupied
with earthly matters of a viral nature, the moon is giving
a free show tonight. Our sole satellite will be looming
large as it goes “Super Pink Moon” in the early hours of
tomorrow morning.
It’s a combination of April’s full moon – dubbed “Pink”
– and the closest point all year it will come to the Earth.
Their orbits will bring the two to their closest points at
around 6:08GMT, which will be 2:08am on Thursday in
Singapore, Manila, and Hong Kong; and 1:08am in
Thailand and Jakarta, according to Space.com. At their
closest, the two bodies will be about 357,000 kilometers
apart.
That’s about 50,000 kilometers closer than when they
are furthest apart, called the apogee. Truth be told, the
moon appears only modestly larger.
Moon gazers in Singapore, Indonesia, and the
Philippines have already captured the larger-than-usual
moon’s rise into the sky last night and the wee hours of
this morning, posting photos to social media.
Here are some of them, including details of the cameras
used to capture them:

Enrico Bobier
sekitar setahun yang lalu

Another weird shot... Bakit kaya nag-doble?
NIKON D5600
F-stop: f/8
Exposure Time: 1/1600 sec.
ISO: 2000... Lihat Selengkapnya — bersama Shaun Eryk
Bobier dan 3 lainnya.
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Facebook user Enrico Bobier from the Philippines
posted a great shot of the moon around 5am today using
his Nikon D5600 camera.
notcedierking

View Profile

Baras, Canaman Cam. Sur

View More on Instagram

149 likes
notcedierking
Super Pink Manok Moon!
#SuperPinkMoonChallenge #FujifilmPHFeatures
XT-20 | XC 50-230mm
view all 7 comments
Add a comment...

Also from the Philippines is Instagram user
@Notcedierking, who posted a moon pic with a
silhouette of a rooster last night. The photo was taken
from the Camarines Sur province using a Fujifilm
camera.

Dimdan
@dimwar14

#supermoon in Depok, Indonesia. 8th of
April 2020.
Left were taken using Nikon D610 +
Nikkor 85mm F1.8. ISO 100, SS400, F11
Right were taken using Galaxy Note 9 Pro
Camera + mini binocular.

2:23 AM · Apr 8, 2020
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Share this Tweet

In Indonesia, Twitter user @dindan12 tweeted photos
he had captured of the moon after midnight from the
West Java town of Depok. He used a Nikon D610 for
one photo and a Samsung Galaxy Note 9 Pro with mini
binoculars for the other.
dhaniearie

View Profile

Denpasar, Bali, Indonesia

View More on Instagram

186 likes
dhaniearie
My other #stayhome project. Yayyy it's a full moon now.
8 April 2020
#fujifilm #fujifilmxt2 @fujifilm_id #stayathome #covid19
#coronavirus #bali #baliindonesia #canggu #canggubali
#islandlife #seminyak #seminyakbali #indonesia @jokowi
#fullmoon #fullmoonritual #bali #baliindonesia
#balichanel #baliisland #islandlife #milkway
#milkyway_nightscapes #milkyways
#milkywayphotography #milkywaypics #milkywaychasers
#milkywaychaser #astrophotography #nightscaper
#spacephotography #nightphotography
view all 40 comments
Add a comment...

Instagram user @Dhaniearie took an incredible shot of
the moon from Bali early this morning using a Fujifilm
camera.
“My other #stayhome project. Yayyy it’s a full moon
now,” the caption read.
In Singapore, moon gazers filled the Nature Society
Facebook group with photos of the moon last night.

“Tonight’s moon before the rain,” William Ng’s caption
read.

Another Nature Society member Adeline Goh shared
multiple photos of the moon taken at different times
and places in Singapore.
Related:
Rise of Skywatchers: Netizens greet eclipse ‘Ring of Fire’
Subscribe to The Coconuts Podcast for top trending
news and pop culture from Southeast Asia and Hong
Kong every Friday!
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The lesser-known benefits of rock
climbing
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Photo: Singapore Sports Hub

Most indoor gyms were forced to close in the middle of
last month. However, some sporting activities like
indoor rock climbing have been spared, as social
distancing can still be enforced at these venues. Besides
being a fun way to work up a sweat, rock climbing has
numerous other benefits too, some of which you might
not be aware of. Here’s a look at the different physical
and mental benefits of rock climbing that’ll *ahem* rock
your world.
Strengthens minor muscles in the limbs and
core
Rock climbing is pretty much a full-body workout. It’s
all hands (and legs) on deck when you’re holding your
balance on the wall. Simultaneously, you’ll have to flex
your core muscles in order to keep your body upright.
Gripping those holds means your forearms are put to
work, while your lats, delts, rhomboids, traps, biceps
and many other muscles help you pull yourself up the
wall. This balancing act wouldn’t be possible without
your quads and calf muscles, which help you tiptoe and
step onto the next hold.
Improves concentration and sharpens your
mind
Besides muscle strength, rock climbing also requires
balance and technique, which means it’s a workout for
the mind too. Concentration is key as you’ll need to be
mindful of balancing on your current position and the
next possible step. You could say it’s a balancing act in
more ways than one, as your aim is to build spatial
awareness, and your ability to shut out distractions will
be put to the test. Experienced climbers are able to
quickly decide which of the nearby holds is the best next
step, and improving mental focus will be key for new
climbers who desire to build this muscle memory.
Reduces anxiety and encourages peace of mind
Exercise in any form is great for reducing stress. It
allows the brain to release ‘happy hormones’ aka
dopamine and serotonin, which regulate your mood and
can help to improve one’s overall mental health. For
those looking to switch up their routine from virtual
workouts, rock climbing is a fun way to exercise and
build one’s self-confidence.
If you’re new, it’s totally normal to feel scared when
you’re suspended several metres off the ground.
However, you can assure yourself that you’re in the safe
hands of a belayer, who is on the ground watching your
every move. All that’s left to do is be present in the
moment. Mindfulness is key here, as climbers have to
place mental focus on the situation at hand. It’s a great
way to build problem-solving skills, and the satisfaction
you get from reaching the top will make it all
worthwhile.
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BIGGEST STORIES IN SINGAPORE

Durian mania lands in Singapore with bigger (cheaper)
harvests
COVID-19 restrictions in Malaysia may have played a part.
By Carolyn Teo

Empty BTS meal packaging listed for S$100,000 on
Singapore’s Carousell
Will you spend that much for Jin, Suga, J-Hope, RM, Jimin, V and Jungkook?
By Coconuts Singapore

Claws out: Animal groups check on House of Seafood’s
crabby walk stunt
No crabs were harmed, apparently.
By Coconuts Singapore

BIGGEST STORIES ON COCONUTS

Riding ’round town: Baby boar takes MTR at Quarry Bay,
changes to cross-harbor train
The plucky piglet made its way across the harbor via MTR.
By Coconuts Hong Kong

Sound of flight: Malaysia Airlines’ ASMR audio reminds you
what it’s like to travel
If only we could fly…
By Coconuts KL

Former PH President PNoy Aquino died today, and social
media has strong feelings
The sentiments are indicative of the current political climate
By Coconuts Manila
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